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SCOOP

Soup’s On

Soup is comforting in any season, and Wholesome Crave, a line of soups, offers
another reason to feel good: With their partner company, Wholesome Wave,
they are helping to fight nutrition insecurity. Using a model similar to Newman’s
Own, the organization donates 20 servings of fruits and veggies for every box of
soup sold. Boxes feature up to four soups and come in two sizes, starting at $70.
Founder Michel Nischan’s favorites for summer are the tomato basil, Chana
masala cauliflower, spicy carrot, and fiery veggie chili. “The first three soups can
be served chilled or warmed, and the fiery veggie chili makes amazing quesadillas.”
And they plan to continue their mission: “We’re audacious enough to believe
that, with Wholesome Crave as an engine, Wholesome Wave will truly be able
to change the world through food,” says Nischan. wholesomecrave.com

FOR THE
WHOLE FAM
“We started Curated Nest because we
knew there was a gap in the market: a
traditional interior design approach of
high-end luxury would not work for new
or growing families,” says Curated Nest
co-founder Erin Coren, who runs the
family-focused interior design firm with
Lina Galvão. “Interior design, other
than DIY approaches, just wasn’t geared
towards functional, family-friendly
homes, and we had plenty of ideas of how
to fulfill that as busy parents ourselves.”
Based in Rye Brook, NY, the pair work
to design homes that are as practical as
they are luxurious and stylish.
A go-to tip? “We often pull out the
‘prettier’ or quieter or smaller toys from
the main play area and incorporate those
into the traditionally more adult spaces,
like wooden blocks in a decorative bowl,”
says Coren. “Then, we find beautiful ways
to store them. The key is a concealed form
of storage that still allows the child their
things,” she says, like decorative sideboard or basket. curatednest.com

CLASSIC—AND INSPIRING
Launched in 2016, Heidi Carey Designs
features everything from robes and
pajamas to accessories and tableware.
Designer Heidi Carey has always believed
in selling classic styles to customers at a
reasonable price—from her days at Ralph
Lauren and Vera Wang to designing her
own dress line for Bergdorf Goodman,
HK Designs, to founding Heidi Carey
Designs. “There is a level of humility in
the designs themselves that always
remembers it’s the woman wearing them
who is special, not the piece itself,“ she
says. Now, she’s sharing her tips on a forthcoming podcast called How
We’re Building This. Inspired by the podcast, How I Built
This, Carey says, “Inspiration only gets us so far, so
within the podcast I will be sharing exactly how
we are building the business with all the tools and
people who have helped along the way.” For
summer, she’s loving her new bamboo
and seaside prints. “On the new product front,
I have a new bathrobe style, featuring my
signature scalloped edge detailing, that is
unique and elegant.” heidicarey.com
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